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HB4118 undermines our established Land Use laws that have made Oregon such a 

wonderful place to live over the past 50+ years that they have been in place.  

HB4118 isn't the way to solve the problems that it is attempting to address but will in 

fact make things much worse.  Our Land Use laws require a 20 year development 

horizon of land within our Urban Growth boundaries already and this is under local 

control.  If people object to those boundaries, they should address them at the local 

level within the framework of the established law.  I wholeheartedly support the 

attached statement below. 

 

Morris Green 

 

I'm writing to you to ask that the Committee vote NO on HB 4118 and the -1 

amendment.  

 

The original HB 4118 was well-intentioned — to provide more “workforce” housing. 

However, it unnecessarily pits two good things against one another: housing and 

farmland.  HB 4118 provides that a private landowner may request that a city expand 

its urban growth boundary (UGB) into a city’s urban reserve, by up to 100 acres for 

“workforce housing” and/or “workforce commercial” uses without going through the 

land use planning process. This would circumvent the public process by which urban 

reserves were designated; it would require cities to set up new, expensive structures 

to enforce “work force housing” restrictions; and it has unrealistic infrastructure 

provisions, among other things.  

 

The -1 amendment would entirely replace HB 4118 with a new concept, which could 

have an even more widespread and adverse impact on UGBs. The -1 amendment is 

here. 

 

The -1 amendment establishes the “Task Force on Barriers to Housing, Industrial and 

Manufacturing Development,” specifies the Task Force members, describes the 

issues the task force is to address, and requires a report to the Legislature by the end 

of 2022.  

 

Here are just some of the significant problems with the -1 amendment: 

 

The scope is much too broad to handle any one of the listed issues in an effective 

way.  The scattershot of issues includes housing, manufacturing, industrial land, 



infrastructure, natural hazards, and more.   

It describes a multitude of possible tools to be evaluated, each of which could also 

merit its own task force, including “state funding and tax abatement for infrastructure 

investments;” change to statutes and rules; urban growth boundaries; infrastructure 

for large-scale industrial uses; and more. 

The task force membership is skewed towards landowners, developers, and local 

governments. 

Certain task force “slots” are narrowly worded in ways that are clearly meant for 

specific interests to fill them, yet that is not transparent to the public.  

The bill language indicates a bias for single-family housing zoning, an attempt to 

undermine middle housing and higher density housing, and a push towards 

expanding UGBs. 

The task force lacks the expertise that one would bring together for any one of these 

issues.   

Oregonians need more diverse and affordable housing in every neighborhood. And 

we need food producing-lands.  It is time to call a halt to saying that to have more of 

one we must sacrifice the other. That’s not the Oregon way — rather, we work 

together in good faith to find solutions. HB 4118 risks distracting all of us from taking 

real actions to increase diverse and affordable housing options where people need 

and want to live, inside UGBs — near work, school, shopping, and more. It is 

important for the Committee to hear that you are committed to working on meaningful 

housing solutions. 

 

Thank you for taking my testimony. 

PS:  I was here back in 1974 when the original land use laws were passed and 

participated in the committee to set up the rules for the Beaverton Oregon area.  I'm 

very proud about what those new land use laws have accomplished over the last 50+ 

years, especially maintaining family farm viability so close to major urban areas.  

Thanks again for taking my testimony. 


